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G3 Terminal Vancouver a “Game-Changer”
for Canadian Farmers’ Access to Global Markets
As G3 Terminal Vancouver takes shape, it’s becoming clearer how the state-of-the-art grain export facility will be a game changer, speeding up
the movement of Canadian grain and taking some pressure off Canada’s railways.
It’s been a difficult year for railways facing high demand, bad weather and a growing backlog of grain to move. Some help is on the way when
G3TV becomes operational in 2020. G3 Terminal Vancouver’s loop tracks will allow trains to remain intact, in motion, and unload quickly.
The loop track system is expected to significantly reduce the time it takes grain to travel from Prairie elevator to port terminal and back again
providing farmers with better marketing opportunities. This continuous operation and efficient movement of the railcars along with fewer days
for ships to idle in harbour will collectively reduce the environmental footprint of grain movement through Vancouver.
In an ever increasing challenging and competitive global environment the injected efficiency will be a bonus for the whole economy and a big
step toward our vision - building a smarter path from farmers’ fields to global markets.

Construction Progresses with
Completion of Cleaning Building
G3 recently completed a 10-day concrete pour of the grain cleaning
building that houses the equipment that ensures grain not already
meeting export contract specifications can be processed and made
ready for arriving boats. The continuous work to pour the structure the tallest on our site – was finished safely a day ahead of schedule.
During this period, the construction team worked to ensure that
impacts from light and noise during the overnight hours remained
minimal. Future night work will be required for other structures
on site and G3 will continue to advise the community through our
construction notifications and website, and will work to ensure
impacts are minimized.

The G3 Terminal Vancouver Cleaning Building
nearing completion at the site.

G3 Welcomes Northshore Streamkeepers to Site for Second Tour
G3 welcomed the North Shore Streamkeepers at our construction site March 8 for a drive-walk-talk tour of the progress that has been made
on construction since their last visit. Several of the mitigation measures in place were noted by the group including :
•
•
•
•

Use of a bubble curtain to mitigate the underwater noise, including piling activities.
Marine mammal monitoring from a boat and by crane operators, to prevent interactions as in-water work is underway.
Shoreline rock placement by sling, as opposed to being dumped in, with larger rock in place to prevent props from ships from eroding the shore.
Water Retention Tanks and filtration systems which remove contaminants associated with the site’s historical use.

G3 is very happy with how this relationship is evolving and looks forward to continued dialogue with the Streamkeepers.

G3 and construction contractor Kiewit
welcomed the North Shore Streamkeepers
for a second visit to see progress on the
terminal and discuss environmental protection
measures in place at the site.

An image of the rock revetment that has
been placed at the southwest corner of
development at the water berth area
shared with Neptune Terminals.

Matt Husband, Kiewit’s on site biologist for the G3
Terminal Vancouver project, helped the North Shore
Streamkeepers release as many as 30,000 pink
salmon fry into Lynn Creek March 13. Care will be
taken around this fish window by the on-site team to
ensure no impact to the fry as they head out to sea.

G3 Terminal Supports Lions Gate Hospital Expansion

G3 Terminal Vancouver’s Nick Willcox and Bakul Redhu present a $10,000
donation to Judy Savage, President and CEO of the Lions Gate Hospital
Foundation. The contribution will support the campaign towards construction
of a new Medical & Surgical Centre, which will benefit the local community.

G3 Terminal Vancouver’s Nick Willcox and President and CEO of the Lions Gate
Hospital Foundation Judy Savage look at the scale model of the new Medical &
Surgical Centre of the hospital, which will benefit the local community.

Keeping in touch
As always, we remain available to you during construction, if there are any questions or concerns.
Please feel free to contact us any time at:
Email:
info@g3terminalvancouver.ca

Phone:
General Inquiries, 1-844-263-2398
Construction Inquiries, 778-373-3150

Website:
www.g3terminalvancouver.ca

About G3 Terminal Vancouver
G3 is building a state-of-the-art grain export terminal at Lynnterm West Gate in North Vancouver, British Columbia, the first new grain terminal constructed at the Port of Vancouver since the 1960s.The terminal has been designed to optimize grain receiving, storage, and shipping
on Canada’s west coast, providing the means for Canadian farmers and marketers to stay globally competitive by helping our agricultural
products reach world markets. The types of products that will be handled at the terminal will include wheat, soybeans, canola, peas, corn
and specialty agri-products.

